Neurons utilize bursts of action potentials as an efficient and reliable way to encode information. It 34 is likely that the intrinsic membrane properties of neurons involved in burst generation may also 35 participate in preserving its temporal features. Here we examined the contribution of the persistent 36 and resurgent components of voltage-gated Na + currents in modulating the burst discharge in 37 sensory neurons. Using mathematical modeling, theory and dynamic-clamp electrophysiology, we 38 show that, distinct from the persistent Na + component which is important for membrane resonance 39 and burst generation, the resurgent Na + can help stabilize burst timing features including the 40 duration and intervals. Moreover, such a physiological role for the resurgent Na + offered noise 41 tolerance and preserved the regularity of burst patterns. Model analysis further predicted a 42 negative feedback loop between the persistent and resurgent gating variables which mediate such 43 gain in burst stability. These results highlight a novel role for the voltage-gated resurgent Na + 44 component in moderating the entropy of burst-encoded neural information.
to occur from an open-channel block/unblock mechanism 18, 19 . Consequently, is known to mediate 91 depolarizing after-potentials and promote high-frequency spike discharge in neurons 14, 20-24 . Sodium 92 channels containing the Nav1.6 subunits carry all three types of sodium currents and are widely distributed 93 in the central and peripheral neurons and participate in burst generation 14, 25 . Sodium channelopathy 94 involving alteration in and , and its association with irregular firing patterns and ectopic bursting 95 in disease (e.g., [26] [27] [28] [29] ), prompted us to investigate distinct roles for these Na + currents in regulating bursting 96 in sensory neurons.
97
Lack of suitable functional markers and experimental tools to dissociate the molecular mechanism 98 of from , led us to use computational modeling and dynamic-clamp electrophysiology to 99 examine a role for in burst control; however see 19, 23, 24 . Although existing Markovian models model 100 a single channel Nav1.6 type using a kinetic scheme (e.g., 30 , 31 ), they have limited application for 101 studying exclusive roles of and in the control of neural bursting; however see 13, 23, 32, 33 . Here,
102
we developed a novel mathematical model for using the well-known Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) further ensured that our model closely resembled the generated in Markovian models 30 , which 126 follow a kinetic scheme and do not formulate the three components separately (see Supplementary Fig.   127 1). Our model also satisfied previously described contingency of Nav1.6-type Na + channels carrying 128 resurgent current: activation of only up on brief depolarization followed by hyperpolarization to ~ -Page 6 of 39 neuron. The control burst was generated by simply driving the neuron with a step depolarization, following 137 which we blocked action potential generation by bath application of tetrodotoxin (1 M TTX) (see black 138 horizontal bar in Fig. 2c ). Subsequently, we introduced the real-time model using dynamic-clamp 139 during TTX application and by adjusting the conductances of the three components suitably, we were 140 able to regenerate action potential bursts (see Methods on the choice of conductance values). The 141 dynamic-clamp generated during action potentials is shown in expanded time in the figure for
142 comparison with the model simulation in Fig. 2b (red trace) .
143
A novel HH-based mathematical model for resurgent Na + current
144
As noted earlier, the total in our model has the novel resurgent component, ; the transient 145 and persistent components are similar to our previous report 8 . Figure 3a (left panel) illustrates a well-146 accepted mechanism of Na + resurgence 30 , wherein a putative blocking particle occludes an open channel 147 following brief depolarization such as during an action potential; subsequently upon repolarization, a 148 voltage dependent unblock results in a resurgent Na + current. Our formulation recapitulates this 149 unusual behavior of Na + channels using nonlinear ordinary differential equations for a blocking variable 150 ( ) and a competing inactivation (ℎ ) (see Methods). Different from a traditional activation variable of 151 an ionic current in HH models, we formulated the gating using a term (1 − ) to enable an 152 unblocking process (see equation in Methods and in Fig. 3a) . Here, the model variable reflects 
169
Resurgent and persistent Na + currents offer push-pull modulation of spike/burst intervals
170
Given that is activated during the recovery phase of an action potential, physiologically, any 171 resulting rebound depolarization may control the spike refractory period, and increase spike frequency 172 and burst duration 22, 37 mediated mechanism of burst control (see white circles in panels 4e -j). In two additional bursting 207 neurons, we also conducted and subtraction experiments which showed consistent reverse 208 effects of additions (see Supplementary Fig. 4 and legend) . In the subtraction experiment, note 209 that a -2x resulted in the abolition of bursting and sub-threshold oscillations as shown in the figure.
210
Such an effect was reproduced in the neuron model by setting = 0, as shown in Suppl. Fig. 4c .
211
To test whether and differentially modulate the regularity and precision of spike timing 
236
The simulated membrane potential (grey traces) and the slow inactivation/recovery variable, 238 default values of and ( Fig. 6a) , 2) an 1.5x increase in (Fig. 6b) , and, 3) a 2x increase in 239 ( Fig. 6c) . The peak and trough of the slow inactivation/recovery variable, ℎ correspond to burst 240 onset and offset respectively. Comparing these traces in the three panels, we note that an increase in 241 effectively lowers the ℎ value at which burst terminates (see curvy arrow in Fig. 6c and legend). This 242 observation was further supported by estimations of theoretical thresholds for burst onset and offset for 243 increasing values of ( Fig. 6d ) and, similar thresholds for increasing values of are provided for 244 comparison in Fig. 6e (see legend and Supplementary Information for details). Note that changes in 245 did not alter the burst onset thresholds, consistent with a lack of resurgent current before spike onset
246
(see brown arrow indicating burst onset threshold in Fig. 6d ). In contrast, increasing , consistently 247 lowered the threshold values of slow inactivation/recovery for burst offset (see highlighted dashed box 248 with arrows pointing to the burst offset thresholds decreasing with increasing values in Fig.6d ). The to burst refractoriness and noise tolerance. We suggest that such a mechanism can make random 290 fluctuations in membrane potential less effective in altering the precision of bursts and therefore aid 291 information processing.
292
Resurgent Na + moderates burst entropy
293
The spike/burst intervals, their timing precision and order are important for information coding 38-294 42 . Given our prediction that can offer noise tolerance and stabilize burst discharge, we examined 295 whether it can reduce uncertainty in spike/burst intervals and restore order in burst discharge. We tested 296 this using model simulations and dynamic-clamp experiments as shown in Fig. 8a -d . In both cases, as
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shown by spike raster plots in Figs. 8e and f, we disrupted the inter-event intervals (IEIs) by additive
298
White/Weiner noise input while driving rhythmic burst discharge using step depolarization (also see 299 Methods). Subsequent addition of conductance restored the regularity of rhythmic bursting. We 300 used Shannon's entropy as a measure of uncertainty in IEIs and show that increases in entropy due to 301 noise addition was reduced to control levels by subsequent increases in as shown in Fig. 8g (see 
325
Theoretically, this represented an enlarged separatrix (or boundary) for transitioning from a sub-threshold 326 non-spiking behavior to spiking behavior (see enlarged green shaded region in Fig. 7f ), and the neuron 327 becomes refractory to burst generation and hence offers noise tolerance.
328
Is this apparent effect of physiologically plausible? Biophysical studies indicate that recovery 329 from fast inactivation is facilitated in sodium channels that can pass resurgent current 30 ; as shown here, 330 this appears to be true for recovery from slow inactivation as well. Consistently, in the SCN8a knockout
331
Med mouse, which lack the Nav 1.6 sodium channel subunit, recordings from mutant cells showed an 332 absence of maintained firing during current injections, limited recovery of sodium channels from 333 inactivation, and failure to accumulate in inactivated states. This is attributed to a significant deficit in 334 11, 20, 37 . Furthermore, maintained or repeated depolarization can allow a fraction of sodium channels 335 in many neurons to enter inactivation states from which recovery is much slower than for normal fast 336 inactivation (reviewed in 43 ). Here, our simulations and model analyses predict that the presence, and 337 increase in conductance, provides for a such a physiological mechanism to maintain sustained 338 depolarization and promote fast and slow Na + inactivation.
339
Sodium currents and signal processing in neurons
340
Neuronal voltage-gated Na + currents are essential for action potential generation and propagation 5 .
341
However, to enable fight-or-flight responses, an overt spike generation mechanism must be combined 342 with noise modulation to extract behaviorally relevant inputs from an uncertain input space. Here we show that, the voltage-gated Na + currents can serve an important role in neural signal processing (see summary
344
in Fig. 9 ). As shown in the figure, a sub-threshold activated persistent Na + current contributes to membrane 345 resonance, a mechanism of bandpass filtering of preferred input frequencies 9 . We call this type of input 346 gating, which is widely known to be important for brain rhythms 9, 41 , a tune-in mechanism (see figure can mitigate random irregularities encoded in bursts (see Fig. 9 and legend). Whether this leads to 354 improved sensory processing in the presence of natural stimuli and/or sensorimotor integration during 355 normal behaviors needs to be validated. Our biological prediction here that a sensory neuron can utilize 356 these voltage-gated Na + currents as a tune-in-tune-out mechanism to gate preferred inputs, attenuate 
463
The schematic shows the broadband input space of a sensory neuron which can produce rhythmic bursting 464 activity. The Nav1.6-type Na + channels mediating the persistent Na + current (schematized as a listening are encoded as bursts but may be prone to uncertainty due to intrinsic or extrinsic stochastic influences.
468
The resurgent Na + current mediated by the Nav1.6 Na + channels improve the regularity of spike/burst 469 timing by mitigating the effects of noise by tuning out random spikes between bursts (schematized as a 470 noise cancelling headphone), thus aiding in neural signal processing.
472
Neuron model for bursting activity
477
The conductance-based Mes V neuron model that we used to investigate the physiological role for 478 and components of in burst discharge, incorporates a minimal set of ionic conductances 479 essential for producing rhythmic bursting and for maintaining cellular excitability in these neurons 8 .
480
These include: 1) a potassium leak current, , 2) sodium current, as described above, and, 3) a 4- In what follows, we provide the formulation for each of the ionic currents and describe in detail, the novel 490 model.
491
A. Voltage-gated sodium currents
492
In vitro action potential clamp studies in normal mouse Mes V neurons, and voltage-clamp studies in Fig. 3 ; is the Na + reversal potential.
512
Based on experimental data, the gating function/variable, ( ), and ℎ , for , and, ( ), 
523
The novel formulation encapsulates the block/unblock mechanism using a block/unblock promoting blocking. We modeled ( ) as a decreasing sigmoid function, such that, at negative membrane potentials, channels have a high probability to enter future depolarized states and therefore,
540
(1 − ) ~ 0, in turn, does not grow fast.
541
( ) : In this decay term, we assume that the rate of decay of , is proportional to the probability 542 of channels being in the blocked state, with a constant of proportionality , and, this probability is given 543 by a voltage-dependent function, ( ), defined as below:
544
Note that, ( ) gives a high probability at depolarized potentials, indicating a blocked state and enables 546 decrease in in subsequent time steps.
547
Taken together, , represents a phenomenological implementation of a previously described 548 block/unblock mechanism of a cytoplasmic blocking particle 19 (see schematic of channel gating in Fig.   549   3a) . Additionally, a hypothetical competing inactivation variable, ℎ , sculpts the voltage-dependent rise 550 and decay times and peak amplitude of sodium resurgence at -40 mV following a brief depolarization (i.e., 551 transient activation), as observed in voltage-clamp experiments (see Fig. 3b ). The functions,
552
( ), ( ) and ℎ ( ) are defined as voltage-dependent rate equations that guide the voltage-553 dependent kinetics and activation/inactivation of the component as given below.
554
The steady-state voltage-dependency of the competing inactivation necessary to generate a resurgent 555 Na + current is defined as follows: 
557
The voltage-dependent rate functions of such inactivation is defined by two functions as follows: ( ) obtain the experimentally observed activation (see Fig. 3 ; also see 11, 14, 30 Supplementary Fig. 3) , the model required three units for the blocking variable ((1 − ) ) and five 563 units for the inactivation variable (ℎ ) (see equation). Together, the modeled reproduced the key 564 contingencies of the Nav1.6 sodium currents (see Supplementary Fig. 2) 18, 30, 50 .
565
Sensitivity analyses was conducted for the key parameters of gating including , and, . Note 566 that these two parameters control the rate of blocking. As expected, increasing , that controls rate of 567 increase in , decreased the peak amplitude of , similar to an experimental increase in block efficacy 568 by a -peptide (e.g., 19 ). On the other hand, also moderates , and increasing , enhances decay 569 rate, that significantly enhanced , and, therefore burst duration (not shown). Large increases in 570 significantly enhanced , and indeed transformed bursting to high frequency tonic spiking. However,
571
the effects of on bursting described in the results section were robust for a wide range of values of 572 these parameters (>100% increase from default values), and, for our simulations, the range of values, = 573 0.08 0.1, = 0.8 1.2, were used to reproduce Mes V neuron discharge properties. To reproduce 574 experimentally observed spike width, we additionally tuned the inactivation time constant, = 1.5 ± 575 0.5, for .
576

B. Potassium and leak currents 577
The 4-AP sensitive delayed-rectifier type potassium current, , and the leak current, were 578 modeled similar to 8 as below; also see 48 .
579
where, the steady-state voltage-dependent activation function for the gating variable, is given as: in Supplementary Table. 1.
585
Brain slice preparation where ( ) was a uniformly-distributed random number between 0 and 1 generated by the C ++ rand() 641 function, and was a scaling factor, in this case determining peak-to-peak noise amplitude. It was varied 642 between 3 and 5, to adjust noise amplitudes to produce discernable burst irregularities. The mean injected 643 noise was 0 pA, and its effective standard deviation varied between 0.87 pA (A=3) and 1.44 pA (A=5). and was discretized to mimic a Weiner process (random-walk); was a scaling factor, in this case 649 affecting the noise increment each computation cycle, varying between 3 and 5. ( ) was a normally-650 distributed random number with mean, = 0, and standard deviation, = 1. ( ) was generated from 651 C ++ -generated uniformly-distributed random numbers using the central limiting theorem:
where each is a uniformly-distributed random number between 0 and 1 generated using the C ++ rand() 
657
We used stochastic current injection as an external input (additive noise) in order to produce 658 irregularities/uncertainties in burst discharge. Our choice of the noise model was to experimentally disrupt 659 spike timing regularity 45 and is not directly based on any known noise characteristics in Mes V neurons.
660
The jaw muscle spindle afferent Mes V neurons are not known to have spontaneous synaptic events and 661 we did not characterize Na+ channel fluctuations in these neurons 53 . Nonetheless, the stochastic noise we 662 used as shown in the representative example in Fig. 8 most closely matched a diffusive synaptic noise 663 model with Gaussian distribution 54 ; Fig. 8c illustrates the temporal features of the noise inputs described 664 above. A Gaussian white noise generated in MATLAB with zero mean and unit standard deviation or a
665
Weiner noise generated in XPPAUT were used to disrupt firing patterns in the model neuron.
666
Model simulation and Data analyses
667
Model simulation and all the analyses were performed using MATLAB (Mathworks™) (see model
668
code provided as Supplementary Information). Model bifurcation analyses were performed using Inter-event intervals (IEI) between spikes in dynamic-clamp recordings were detected using Clampfit 672 9.0 software and were classified post hoc as ISIs and IBIs based on a bi-modal distribution of IEIs.
673
Typically, IEI values < 40 ms were considered as ISIs within bursts and IEI values ≥ 40 ms were 674 considered as IBIs. Any occasional isolated spikes were eliminated from analyses for burst duration 675 calculations.
676
To calculate Shannons' entropy 56 in the inter-event intervals (IEIs), we generated histograms of 677 and calculated the probabilities for each bin of the underlying IEI distributions for each 10 sec spike trains.
678
The probability of IEI bin from a distribution of equal size bins was calculated from the bin counts,
679
( ) as:
The entropy, H was calculated using the following formula:
where, is the total number of IEI bins, each with probability, .
684
The coefficient of variation (CV) in IEIs was calculated as follows:
where, is the IEI sample standard deviation, and, ̅ is the sample mean.
Page 38 of 39 1.6 ( / . ) , = 190, and, = 41. The normal inactivation is voltage-independent and occurs with 822 rate constants, Con = 0.002 ms -1 , Coff =0.53 ms -1 , while the Oon and Ooff are 0.2 and 0.003 ms -1 respectively.
823
The binding factor ' ' for the inactivating particle is given by (Coff/Con)/(Ooff/Oon)) 1/8 . The rate constant the corresponding current responses. c) Percent channel availability calculated as the peak current at the 834 test steps to -40 mV, normalized to the peak current at the reference pulse of 0 mV; d) Steady-state 835 availability, calculated as peak current evoked at 0 mV following a 200 ms pre-pulse conditioning steps
836
(-90 to +30 mV), normalized by the peak current at 0 mV following conditioning at -90 mV. 
